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About This Game

Prime Arena is a combination of MOBA and survival gameplay inspired by PUBG.
This dynamic deathmatch arena is free of forced socialization and thus of toxic atmosphere 5d3b920ae0

Title: Prime Arena
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Nival
Publisher:
Nival
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2017

Minimum:

OS: 64/32-bit Windows 7, 64/32-bit Windows 8 (8.1) or 64/32-bit Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-3240 or above / or AM
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Absolute u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665. I really enjoy this game, but it is a very niche product. If you enjoy the
character variation of MOBAs (lots of characters with different passive/active abilities, ultimates, gaining items, etc) and you
also like survival games with permadeath (first death = you're out of the match), then you'll enjoy this and it's at least worth the
price of entry to check it out. I am looking forward to future development of the game and seeing the population grow more.
But definitely check this one out if you like MOBAs and survival / Battle Royale type games.. Interesting idea.. I've tried to get
into a game many times only to recieve a "connection error" message having to restart the game and the queing process. The one
time I did howver manage to make it into a game the server was completely populated by Ai aside from myself. and needless to
say the lack of a in-game tutorial really came into play as I died to the very first NPC camp of mobs I had found. Cool concept,
horrible game.. Looks fine, but needs more players and activities.. Good game, but the lag is insane.

Heroes in free rotation : Lords and Ladies! Meet the Heroes you will be able to play in Free rotation for the next 3 weeks!
Night's Embrace Primonologist Pledged Fang Sorceress Please keep in mind that the next change of free rotation Heroes will
happen in three weeks.. Heroes in free rotation : Lords and Ladies! Meet the Heroes you will be able to play in Free rotation for
the next 3 weeks! Calavera Fire Maestro Fire Wyrm Naga T'aika Please keep in mind that the next change of free rotation
Heroes will happen in three weeks.. New patch is coming! : Heroes! Update is active on the game servers.. Halloween in Prime
Arena! : The Halloween is coming! The Touched in Prime Arena is dressed up to match. The new Hero - Calavera is ready to
Da de Muertos. And she will be the the 6th optional Hero in rotation for the time of the event.. Heroes in free rotation : Lords
and Ladies! A new rotation has taken its toll today, allowing you to play one of the most popular and interesting characters from
the point of our community's view! They are: Dendromonster Fire Maestro Primologist Taika Sorceress Please notice that the
next change of free rotation Heroes will happen in two weeks.. End of development : Lords and Ladies! Prime Arena has been
an experiment in the new genre for us; based on the universe from another game weve made - Prime World. Most of you are
familiar with it, and we are sure you spent a lot of hours on the Borderlands of Praya. Prime Arena was aimed to deliver new
gaming experience in the beloved setting. However, the development vector we chose did not allow the game to fulfill its
destination. It was not as interesting to you as we thought it would be, so we froze the development for a while. We made a
thorough analysis of the project and the gaming industry and decided to shunt the development of Prime Arena once and for all
in order to concentrate our resources on other projects. To make this farewell as smooth as it can be, we are warning you about
the servers shutdown beforehand. You will be able to enjoy Prime Arena for 4 more months. While the game is still available,
weve thought that it is a nice idea to forget about the rotations concept and are allowing you to play all the Heroes. Have fun
with all the characters in Prime Arena! From August 1 2019 game servers will be shut down.
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